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Abst rac t - -A  new type of network flow theory is proposed, where no cancellation offlows in an 
edge is admitted when two or more flows are superposed. It offers a general framework in which 
to discuss congestion, blocking flows, etc., in a network. We will call the flows in this framework 
"uncontrollable flows" because they pes~es ome basic properties of the flows which selfish and 
stubborn users, or users in emergency situations, generate ina network. 
The primary aim of this paper is not to develop "mathematics" but to introduce anew viewpoint 
from which to give another look at network flow problems. However, a number of interesting and 
challenging mathematical problems naturally arise in so doing. 
What kind of practical problems will be the dual of the concept of uncontrollable flows is also 
briefly discussed. © 1900 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Uncontroilable flow, Worst-case analysis, Congestion, Slimming a network. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are many well-established standard models in operations research which may be formu- 
lated in terms of inequalities. They have been studied and developed both from the theoretical 
standpoint and for the purpose of practical application. Network-flow theory is a typical example, 
where the exciting age of modelling is already in the past history [1-3] and sophisticated---even 
over-sophisticated--algorithms and data-structures have been fully cultivated (see a latest com- 
prehensive book, e.g., [4]). It is a kind of "developed country" in the world of mathematical 
programming. 
Very roughly, the standard network-flow theory may be characterized as follows. 
From the point of view of modelling and application, it aims at forcing an "optimal plan" for 
flows in a network to realize there (i.e., designing and operating the network in an "optimum" 
way), where we assume, either explicitly or implicitly, that the flows are controllable, i.e., the 
users of the network are obedient o the planner, or they are subject to, or controlled by, some 
law (such as Wardrop's laws, stochastic laws, or "invisible hands"). Consequently--though not
a 'theoretical" consequenc~ in most network-flow models, additional investment on a network 
will result in improvement on its performance, i.e., there holds a kind of "monotonicity" [2]. 
(There are several exceptions known, e.g., [5,6].) 
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From the theoretical point of view, network-flow theory has been affording us good mathe- 
matical problems, as well as their solutions, in mathematical programming and in computer sci- 
ence. But for network-flow theory, modern concepts of computational complexity, polynomiality, 
NP-completeness and -hardness, etc., might not have taken the present form. 
However, in the world of actuality, people tend to be not very obedient to any law, especially 
in the case of emergency. This tendency will certainly become more conspicuous in the coming 
century, the century of uncertainty, diversity, and multiple values. The mathematical program- 
ming models of operations research will naturally have to be something different from what they 
are now, reflecting the new situations. With such a tendency in mind, the author is proposing in 
this paper a network-flow model, or framework, which he would call the "theory of uncontrollable 
flOWS". 
In uncontrollable network-flow theory, we do not assume the controllability of flows or the 
obedient users, but will admit any feasible flow--uncontrolled, unplanned, emergency, . . . - - to  
take place in a network. We will study what may happen in a network, what kind of networks 
will he the best in order to avoid congestion or undesirable phenomena, etc. We cannot assume 
the monotonicity between investment and network performance. We will not--or cannot--be 
concerned so much with polynomiality/nonpolynomiality arguments as in the ordinary network- 
flow theory [7]. Since the theory is still in its infancy, the problems to be discussed in the following 
are by no means well formulated, and algorithms are to be further developed. In that sense, 
uncontrollable flow theory is a "developing country" in the world of mathematical programming. 
As will be seen in the following, the standpoint of uncontrollable flow theory has many features 
in common with game theory, multiobjective optimization theory, multicommodity flow theory, 
etc., but is not a mere application of the latter theories to network flows. 
Although most of this paper is apparently written in the language of mathematics, it is not a 
mathematics paper in that it does not aim at specific mathematical results. The primary aim of 
this paper is, on the contrary, to introduce a novel viewpoint from which to give another look at 
network flows and to propose a new formal framework in which to rearrange known results on 
network flows and to discover new problems naturally arising there, as well as their solutions, to 
launch a theory which will grow up to one worth its name. 
The author got to the ideas presented in this paper when he listened to Ning's presentation f 
the paper [8] at ICSSSE'93 held in 1993 in Beijing, where Ning discussed his and his collaborator's 
original ideas of "quasicuts", flow potential", etc., for the flows in the emergency situation, with 
Deo's book [9] as the only reference. Subsequent discussion and communication with him were 
also highly inspiring to the present author. 
The author has profited from the enjoyable discussions with his Japanese, as well as foreign, 
friends when he presented preliminary versions [10,11] of this paper at research meetings (and 
through subsequent personal communications), and [12] at the 15 th International Symposium 
on Mathematical Programming held in 1994 in Ann Arbor. Especially, Prof. Fujishige of the 
University of Tsukuba (presently, with Osaka University) kindly informed the author of the pre- 
liminary technical notes (written probably in 1981 or 1982) of Malyshko and Harary's paper [13]. 
Since the author proposed the general framework of the theory, a number of researchers joined in 
developing it, either independently of or collaborating with him [14-16]. The author would like 
to thank all those friends of his for their useful discussion and information. 
2. NOTAT ION AND TERMINOLOGY 
We will adopt a standard notation and terminology on graphs and networks with slight modi- 
fication. (See Figure 1.) 
A graph G = (V,E,O+,O -)  is the quadruple of a finite vertex set V, a finite edge set E, and 
two incidence functions O + : E --* V and 0-: E --* V (denoting, respectively, the initial vertex 
and the terminal vertex of an edge e E E by cg+e and 0-e). A path, closed path, elementary path, 
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eC~)/~(~) 
O ~-- O 
~'e • a-e 
e: edge 
a+e : initial vertex of e 
0-e : terminal vertex of e 
c(e) : capacity of edge e 
~(e) : flow in edge e 
Figure 1. Standard notation for an edge. 
circuit (= elementary closed path), etc., and their directed versions (all the edges contained in a 
path, etc., being contained in the positive direction) are defined as usual. 
A network N = (G, c, 4) is a graph G on whose edge set E a (constant) capacity function c: 
E --* R+ and a (variable) flow function ~: E ~ Ft (N.B. not R+ but R) are defined, where, 
for an edge e E E, c(e) is called the capacity of e and ~(e) the flow in e. We understand, 
unless otherwise stated explicitly, that a flow ~ in a network N satisfies the so-called condition 
of continuity or nonstagnation (or Kirehhoff's current law in electrical terminology): 
Vv e V:  E {~(e)[ O +e = v} - E {~(e) [ 0 -e - -  v} -- 0. (2.1) 
A flow ~ satisfying the capacity constraint, i.e., 
Ve e E :0  < {(e) _< c(e) (2.2) 
is said to be feasible. (This means that we are considering only the networks whose edges are all 
"one-way", which we may assume without loss of generality.) 
A two-terminal network Na,t = (N, s, t) is a network N with two vertices s and t (e V) 
specified as the entrance (or source) and the exit (or sink), respectively. A two-terminal flow (or 
s-t flow) ~ in a two-terminal network Ns,t is a flow satisfying (2.1) for all vertices of V - {s, t}. 
The value II~lls,t of a two-terminal flow ~ is defined by 
II~II.,, = ~ {de) I O+e = s} - ~ {de) I O-e = s} (2.3) 
or 
I1~11,,~ = ~ {de) I o-e -- t} - ~ {d~) I o+e -- t}.  (2.3') 
The equivalence of the definitions (2.3) and (2.3') follows directly from the continuity condi- 
tion (2.1) for V - {s,t}, as is well known and easy to see. In fact, denote the left-hand side of 
(2.3') as II~ll~,t and take the sum of the equations (2.1) for V - {s,t}, and (2.3) and -(2.3'), 
which will yield 
I1~11,,, - I1~11:,, = ~ {d~) I ~ e E} - ~ {de) I ~ e E}  = 0, (2.4) 
since the following identity holds for any graph: 
U {el0+e=v} : U {elO-e:v} =~. (2.5) 
vEV vEV 
Sometimes we consider--and it is convenient to do so--the extended network .~ = (0, ~, ~) with 
= (V,/~, 0+, 0-)  corresponding to a two-terminal network Ns,t = (N, s, t) with N = (G, c, ~), 
G = (V, E, 0 +, 0-) ,  where ¢~ = (V,/~, c~ +, 0-) ,  6, and ~ are defined as follows (see Figure 2): 
= V, /~ = E u {eo} (e0 ¢ E),  
C[E : C, 
6+ E=a+,  ~- E=O- ,  
b+eO = t, O-eo = s, 
~]E = 4, ~(e0) = ~,  ~(e0) = II~ll,,t. 
(2.6) 
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e,O 
It(e0) = oo 
Figure 2. Transformation of a two-terminal network Na,t to a non-two-terminal/V. 
For a bisection (V1, V2) of the vertex set V (V1 N V2 = 0, V1 U V2 = V) of a two-terminal 
network Ns,t such that 
8•V1 and t • V2, (2.7) 
the s-t cut associated with (V1, V2) is defined by 
cut (V1, V2) = {e 1O+e • V1, 0-e • V2}, (2.8) 
and its value by 
c(V1,1"2) = E {c(e) l e • cut (V1, V2)}. (2.9) 
3. UNCONTROLLABLE FLOWSmDEFIN IT IONS 
AND FUNDAMENTAL  PROBLEMS 
3.1. Definitions 
We define a family of flows (to be called uncontrollable flows, or simply, u-flows) in a network N 
as a family in which, in intuitive terms, no cancellation of flows in an edge is allowed when 
superposing more than one flow. This is the most crucial point of the definition of u-flows, 
because we could expect "cancellation" of flows in an edge only if two or more flows concerned 
would be willing to obey the plan of the planner and because we could not expect such to be the 
case in emergency situations or for nonobedient users. 
The formal definition is as follows. 
(a) A flow ~ is a u-flow in N if 
supp~ = {e E E [~(e) ~ 0} (3.1) 
is a circuit (elementary closed path) in G and 
~(e) > 0, Ve E E. (3.2) 
(b) If ~1 and ~2 are u-flows in N, and al and a2 are positive real numbers, then O~ 1 ~1 "~ O~2 ~2 
is a u-flow in N. 
(c) Only those flows that are constructed by repeated application of (a) and (b) are u-flows 
in N. 
A u-flow defined by (a) will be called an elementary u-flow. 
Two-terminal u-flows in a two-terminal network Ns,t are defined mutatis mutandis. 
(a ~) A two-terminal flow ~ is a two-terminal u-flow in Na,t if supp ~ is an elementary path from 
s to t and ~(e) _> 0, Ve • E (N.B. II~lls,t > 0 follows from the definition). 
(b ~) If ~1 and ~2 are two-terminal u-flows in Ns,t, and al and a2 are positive real numbers, 
then al ~I + a2 ~2 is a two-terminal u-flow in N,,t. 
(d) Only those flows that are constructed by repeated application of (g) and (b ~) are two- 
terminal u-flows in Ns,t. 
A two-terminal u-flow defined by (a ~) will be called an elementary two-terminal u-flow. 
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In terms of the extended network N defined in Section 2 ((2.6) and Figure 2), an elementary 
two-terminal path s to t in N,,t is nothing but an (elementary) circuit in N containing e0, and 
a two-terminal u-flow in N,,t is a u-flow in N which is representable as the positive sum of 
elementary u-flows around such circuits in N. 
In Definitions (a)-(c) of u-flows, we think of such flows as are generated by reckless naughty 
drivers playing their driving game on highways. On the contrary, in the Definitions (g)-(c') of 
two-terminal u-flows, we are considering only those users who propose to pass through the network 
from the entrance to the exit without uselessly making a circuit within the network, although 
they may not be obedient. When a two-terminal network is invaded by reckless drivers, we 
cannot regard the network as two-terminal ny longer, but we have to consider the corresponding 
extended (non-two-terminal) network. 
A feasible (two-terminal) u-flow is defined to be a (two-terminal) u-flow which satisfies the 
capacity constraints (2.2). 
We shall call ~ = 0 a trivial u-flow, which is, at the same time, two-terminal, non-two-terminal 
and feasible. 
The above formal definitions are for individual u-flows, but more important are the definitions 
of admissible operations on u-flows. 
For ordinary flows (not necessarily feasible) in a network, we can multiply any flow by any real 
number and superpose (i.e., "add") any two flows to get another flow, because the continuity 
conditions (which are linear and homogeneous) remain valid under such operations. In the vector 
space formed by flows, the feasible flows form a convex subset, a convex polyhedron. 
In contrast, for u-flows, we admit only multiplication by a nonnegative number and superpo- 
sition (addition). (Note that, since we require 4(e) >_ 0, V e • E for ~ to be a u-flow, there is "no 
cancellation" of flows in an edge under superposition.) Therefore, the u-flows constitute a convex 
cone in which a partial order is naturally introduced. We shall call that a u-flow ~2 dominates 
another u-flow 41 (denoted as ~2 ~ ~1) if there is a third u-flow 4 such that 42 = 41 + ~. This 
relation of dominance obviously define a partial order in the family of u-flows. 
3.2. Fundamenta l  Theorems and Prob lems 
The first problem we come up with is the following problem. 
PROBLEM 3.1. Is a given (two-terminal) flow ~ such that ~(e) > 0, V e E E a u-flow? 
The problem has an obvious answer for non-two-terminal flows. 
THEOREM 3.2. Any flow such that ~(e) > O, Ve E E is a u-flow. 
PROOF. This is another expression of the known facts proved in terms of equisignum decompo- 
sition [2] or elementary vectors [17,18]. 
In contrast, the problem is a little harder for two-terminal flows. But, there are special cases 
where a flow is proved to be a u-flow. The simplest is the acyclic case. 
THEOREM 3.3. A two-terminal flow 4 in Ns,t such that 4(e) >_ O, V e • E and [[~l[s,t > 0 whose 
support, supp~, makes an acyclic subgraph of the underlying raph G of N,,t is a two-terminal 
u-flow. In particular, if G itself is acyclic, any two-terminal flow in N,,t is a two-terminal u-flow. 
PROOF. If [[~[I,,t = 0, then trivially we have 4 = 0, because, otherwise, supp4 ¢ 0 and the 
equisignum decomposition of ~ would give rise to a cycle (directed circuit) in G. If 1141[,,t > 0, 
supp 4 contains an elementary path P1 from s to t, so that we can find a flow 41 along PI such that 
[[41[[,,t is the greatest under the condition (4 - 41) (e) > 0, Ve • E. Then ~(1) = 4 - 41 is a two- 
terminal flow with 4 (1) >_ 0, Ve e E. We have also [[4[[,,t > [[~(1)[[,,t -> 0 and supp4(1) C supp4. 
Repeating similar procedures, we shall get a flow 4 (m) = 4 - (41 +""  + 4m) with elementary 
two-terminal u-flows 4i (i = 1,. . .  ,m) such that ~(m)(e) >_ O, Ve • E and that supp~ ('n) is 
acyclic, where either 
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(i) [[~(,n)i[,,t = O, or 
(ii) supp~(m) = 0. 
In either case, we have ~(rn) = 0, i.e., ~ = ~1 +""  + ~m. | 
Furthermore, some two-terminal network flow problems uch as the maximum-flow problem, 
the minimum-cost flow problem with nonnegative dge-costs, etc., have a u-flow solution. In 
fact, any two-terminal flow ~ can be equisignum-decomposed [2] as ~ = ~-']~i~l i+ ~jffim+l ~J, 
where ~i's are elementary two-terminal u-flows, and ~j's are elementary (non-two-terminal) 
u-flows. If ~ is a solution to such a problem, then ~ m = ~i=1 ~i is another solution. (Note 
that ~j's merely abuse the capacities without affecting the value of the two-terminal flow in the 
case of the maximum-flow problem and that, since the costs of the edges contained in supp ~j, a 
circuit, must be all equal to 0 in order for ~ to be a minimum-cost solution, ~j's are redundant 
in the case of the minimum-cost flow problem.) 
It will be interesting to investigate whether, or not, there are practically meaningful two- 
terminal network-flow problems for which non-u-flow solutions are necessary. 
Here the question arises naturally: "Is there a polynomial-time algorithm for the problem of 
discerning whether a given two-terminal flow ~ is a u-flow or not?" Obviously, the problem is 
expressible in the form of a feasibility problem in linear programming, i.e., denoting by ~1, ~2,... 
the unit elementary two-terminal u-flows ( l l~i l ls , t  = 1) along "all" elementary paths from s to t, 
we can express the problem as that of finding nonnegative c~1,c~2,..., such that ~ = ~-']~i c~i~i. 
However, in general, there are nonpolynomially many elementary paths from s to t. Practi- 
cally, we may resort to a kind of column generation technique, without enumerating all those 
elementary paths beforehand, but it is crucial how many pivotings are needed--polynomial or 
nonpolynomial--in this formulation. We may try to devise a more direct graphical approach, 
but, in this approach, too, the problem has been proved to be NP-complete [14]. 
bi 




(b) u-flow. (c) non-u-flow. 
Figure 3. Examples of u-flows and non-u-flows. 
In Figure 3, simple examples of two-terminal u-flows and non-u-flows are illustrated, where the 
distinction between flows (b) and (c) is subtle and noteworthy. The flow in (a) is a u-flow since 
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it is represented as the sum of the unit flows along the elementary path (s, Vl, t) and that along 
(s, v2,t). The flow in (b) is represented as the sum of the flow in (a) and the unit circulatory 
flow between vl and v2, which representation does not fit the definition of two-terminal u-flow 
in Section 3.1 (g)-(ct). However, the flow is representable asthe sum of the unit flow along the 
elementary path (S, Vl,v2,t) and that along (s, v2,vl,t), so that it is a u-flow. The flow in (c) 
differs from that in (b) only in that the circulatory flow between vl and v2 is twice as large. 
Because of this seemingly innocent difference, the flow in (c) is not a u-flow. (Since, in this case, 
there are only four elementary paths from s to t, we can write down explicitly the corresponding 
feasibility problem of linear programming and resort to the simplex method to prove this fact.) 
4. MAXIMAL FEASIBLE TWO-TERMINAL 
UNCONTROLLABLE FLOWS AND BOTTLENECK CUTS 
4.1. Max imal  Feasible Two-Termina l  u-Flows 
With reference to the partial order of dominance defined in the family of two-terminal u-flows 
in a two-terminal network Ns,t (see Section 3.2), we may define "maximal" feasible two-terminal 
u-flows in Ns,t. The direct definition is as follows. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A feasible two-term/hal u-flow ~ is said to be maximal if there is no two-terminal 
u-flow ~' (~ O) such that ~ + ~' is feasible. 
In the ordinary network-flow theory, we define the residual edge capacity with respect o a 
feasible flow ~ by 
c(. [ ~) : E --* R ,  c(e [ ~) = c(e) - ~(e). (4.1) 
In the ordinary network-flow theory, an edge e is said to be conductive in the positive direction 
with residual capacity c(e [ ~) if c(e [ ~) > 0, and conductive in the negative direction with 
residual capacity ~(e) if ~(e) > 0. An edge which is not conductive is saturated in the respective 
direction. A conductive path or circuit is a path or circuit such that all the edges contained in it 
in the positive direction are conductive in the positive direction and all those contained in it in 
the negative direction are conductive in the negative direction. 
In the theory of u-flows, we define the residual capacity by (4.1) and the conductivity of an 
edge in the same way, but, have to introduce the concept of u-conductive path or circuit, i.e., 
a path or a circuit such that the edges in it are contained and conductive all in the "positive 
direction". In terms of those concepts, we may state the following proposition, Proposition 4.2, 
which is a direct consequence of Definition 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. A feasible two-terminal u-flow ~ in Ns,t is maximal if and only if there is no 
(elementary) u-conductive path from s to t with respect o the residual capacity c(. [ ~). 
For a maximal feasible two-terminal u-flow ~, we may define a cut (111, V2) - cut (V1, V2 [ ~) 
by setting V1 as the set of vertices to which there is a u-conductive path from s with respect o 
c(. [ ~) (i.e., as the set of vertices which are "reachable" from s through a u-conductive path) and 
112 = V - V1. (Necessarily, s E V1 and t E 112.) Then we have at once the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. For a maximal feasible two-terminal flow ~, every edge e e cut (V1, V2 [ ~) is 
saturated in the positive direction, i.e., ~(e) -- c(e), whereas it may happen that the cut (V2, Vl) 
contains edges e which are conductive in the negative direction, i.e., ~(e) > O. Conversely, if there 
is an s-tcut (V1, V2) such that every edge e E cut (V1, V2) is saturated in the positive direction 
with respect o the residual capacity for a feasible two-terminal u-flow ~, then ~ is maximal. 
Combining with the observations in Section 3.2 on the u-flow solutions of the maximum-flow 
problem in the ordinary network-flow theory, we have the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. A max/real feasible two-terminal u-flow ~ with the maximum value [[~[[s,t 
is a maximum feasible two-terminal f ow in the ordinary network-flow theory, where every edge 
e e cut (V1, V~) = cut (V1, V2 [ ~) is saturated in the positive direction (i.e., ~(e) = c(e)) and every 
edge e E cut (V2, V1) is saturated in the negative direction O.e., ~(e) = 0). 
It is more appropriate for our purpose, in view of the spirit of uncontrollable flow theory, to 
consider maximal two-terminal f ows ~ with the minimum value [[~[[8,t than to consider those 
with the maximum value. However, the u-flows with the minimum value are harder to find. 
Historically, maximal feasible two-terminal u-flows in our terminology have sometimes been 
studied under the names of "blocking flows", "blockade flows", etc., and the intractability of the 
problem of finding blocking flows with the minimum value has been discussed in various ways 
(see, e.g., [13,15]) and was first proved in [13]. Here we will give another simple proof to the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.5. The problem of determining whether there is a (directed) Hamiltonian (open) 
path from a specified vertex s to another t on a given graph G = (V,E,O+,O - )  is polynomi- 
ally reducible to the problem of constructing a maximal feasible two-terminal u-flow ~ with the 
minimum value in a two-terminal network Ns,t, so that the latter problem is NP-hard. 
PROOF. We may assume, without loss in generality, that there is at least one vertex v in G 
other than s and t (i.e., we may set V = {s, v t , . . . , vm, t} ,  m >_ 1), and that every vertex of 
G is reachable from s and t is reachable from every vertex of G through a directed path since, 
otherwise, the problem is trivial (no Hamiltonian path existing). We construct Ns.t as follows. 
First, 
(i) delete the edge(s) connecting s and t directly (which does not affect the existence or 
nonexistence of a Hamiltonian path under the above assumption), 
(ii) split each vertex v of G other than s and t into two, v + and v- ,  
(iii) reconnect to v + the edges incoming to v in G and to v-  the edges outgoing from v in G, 
and 
(iv) add an edge from v + to v-  for each v. 
Furthermore, 
(v) add an edge connecting s to each vertex v + (of Type (ii)) and one connecting each v-  (of 
Type (ii)) to t. 
Then, 
(vi) assign capacity oo to all the edges that initially existed in G, capacity 1 to the edges 
of Type (iv) and sufficiently small capacity, say e (> 0), to the edges of Type (v) (see 
Figure 4). 
If there is a directed Hamiltonian path (s, v l ,v2 , . . . ,vm,t )  on G, then there is a directed 
elementary path (s, v +, v[ ,  . . . .  v +, v~n, t) on Ns,t (after renumbering 1, . . . ,  ra if necessary) and 
the unit flow ~ along it, which is feasible, will saturate all the edges of Type (iv). By the 
construction of Ns,t, there is no u-conductive path from s to t with respect o the residual 
capacity c(. [ ~), so that ~ is maximal with value [[~[[s,t = 1. (In fact, all the edges contained in 
the s-tcut (Vt, V2) with l~ = {s, v+, . . . ,  v +} and V2 -- {v~-,..., v~n, t} (which are of Type (iv)) 
are saturated in the positive direction.) This value is obviously minimum possible. 
Conversely, let ~ be a maximal feasible two-terminal u-flow with the value [[~[[s,t = 1. Then it 
must saturate all the edges of Type (iv), since, otherwise, it would not be maximal due to the 
existence of edges of Type (v). Furthermore, ~ must be an elementary two-terminal u-flow, since, 
if ~ were the sum of several elementary two-terminal u-flows together saturating all the edges of 
Type (iv), the value [[~[[8,t would be greater than or equal to 2. 
In this way, we have shown that there exists a directed Hamiltonian path from s to t on G if 
and only if the minimum value of maximal feasible two-terminal u-flows in Ns,t is equal to 1. | 
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(a) Vertex v in graph G. (b) Corresponding part in network Na,t. 
(c) Graph G. (d) Network N,,t. 
Figure 4. Reduction of the Hamiltonian path problem to the problem of maximal 
feasible two-terminal u-flow with the minimum value. 
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4.2. Bott leneck Cuts 
We shall call an s-t cut (V1,V2) a bottleneck cut or b-c~zt if there is a feasible two-terminal u- 
flow ~ such that ~(e) -- c(e), Ve E cut (V1, V2), and define the b-value ~(V1, V2) of a b-cut (V1, V2) 
as the minimum value of the feasible two-terminal u-flows determining the cut. (Note that a 
flow ~ determining a b-cut is necessarily maximal (Proposition 4.3), but that the b-value ~(V1, V2) 
of a b-cut (V1, V2) is not in general equal to the value c(V1, V2) of b-cut (V1, V2) as a cut (V1, V2), 
but ~(V1, V2) _< c(V1, V2).) 
The  definitions will immediately lead us to the following problems. 
PROBLEM 4.6. 
(i) Discern whether an s-t cut (V1, V2) is a b-cut or not. 
(ii) Determine the b-value d(V1, V2) of a b-cut (V1, V2). 
(iii) Determine min{~(V1, V2) I cut (V1, V2) is a b-cut}. 
It can be shown as corollaries of Theorem 4.5 that all those problems are NP-complete or -hard. 
Corresponding to the max-flow min-cut heorem in the ordinary network-flow theory, the fol- 
lowing theorem may be stated, but it is merely a restatement of the definitions. 
THEOREM 4.7. The minimum value of the maximal feasible two-terminal u-flows is equal to the 
minimum of the b-values of b-cuts. 
4.3. A Simple Example 
Figure 5 is the nontrivial simplest example of two-terminal network, where all the edges have a 
unit capacity. A maximal feasible two-terminal u-flow with the minimum value is also illustrated 
in the figure. The corresponding b-cut will be obvious. The maximum flow has obviously value 2. 
The role of the central vertical edge is interesting in this case, since deletion of that edge will 
enhance the minimum value of maximal feasible two-terminal u-flows from 1 up to 2. If we 
parameterize the capacity of that edge as ~/ (> 0) with the capacities of the other four edges 
fixed to 1, then we can show that the minimum value of maximal feasible two-terminal u-flows 
in this network is ~/+ (1 - ~/) + (1 - 7) = 2 - ~/for 7 <_ 1 and 1 for q, >_ 1. (See the lower chart of 
Figure 5.) This is a simple example that the increase in the capacity of an edge does not always 
improve, but sometimes worsen the performance ofa network. 
The example in Figure 6 will give us a deeper insight into the characteristic feature of the 
problem, where two of the edges have a capacity of one and one-half a unit instead of one unit, 
and the capacity of the middle edge is parameterized as 7. The dependence of the value of the 
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Figure 5. Example of a maximal flow (cf. Figure 1). 
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Figure 6. Another example. 
ordinary maximum flow on ~y is as shown by the broken line in the lower chart, where it is seen 
that the value is a monotone increasing function of % The behaviour of the minimum value of 
maximal feasible two-terminal u-flows against ~y looks quite different, as is shown by the solid 
line. The dependence is far from being monotone. 
4.4. Po lyhedra l  In terpretat ion  
As was already stated in Section 3.2, in the vector space constituted by flows, the (two- 
terminal) u-flows form a convex cone, and those which are feasible form its subset which is a 
convex polyhedron. The maximal feasible two-terminal u-flows make a part of the boundary of 
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the polyhedron, consisting of "nondominated" points. It contains the ordinary maximum flows 
(= the maximal feasible two-terminal u-flows with the maximum value) as well as the maximal 
feasible two-terminal u-flows with the minimum value (see Figure 7). 
\ 
\ \  
\ \ \  
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Figure 7. Polyhedral interpretation. 
Since that part of the boundary is connected, it will be an interesting and challenging problem 
to develop an efficient method of enumerating all its '~ertices" based on Avis and Fukuda's 
idea [19]. 
4.5. Opt imum Des ign  o f  a Two-Terminal Network 
There will be a number of different kinds of problems of "optimum design" of a two-terminal 
network. One such example is the following problem. 
PROBLEM 4.8. Given a graph structure of a two-terminal network, assign capacities to the edges 
so as to maximize the minimum value of maximal feasible two-terminal u-flows with the total 
capacity (or the like) fixed, where null capacities are admitted. 
5. CONGEST ION 
5.1. Congest ion  in Edges  and G loba l  Congest ion  Patterns  
Let us consider u-flows ~ in a network N = (G,c,~), G = (V, E, a+, O- ). For a two-terminal 
network N,.t = (N, s, t), N = (G, c, ~), we may consider the extended non-two-terminal network 
fit = (G,~,~), as was shown in Section 2 ((2.6) and Figure 2). 
For a u-flow ~, the residual capacity c(. i ~) is defined by (4.1). We shall denote by G(~) the 
graph which is derived from G by deleting (i.e., open-circuiting) all the edges that ~ saturates. In 
other words, G(~) consists of the edges of G conductive in the positive direction with respect o 
c(. I ~). G(~) is decomposed into strong components (or strongly connected components), among 
which a partial order is induced in the natural way, as is well known in graph theory. We shall 
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call this structure (i.e., the decomposition i to strong components and the partial order defined 
among them) the congestion pattern for ~ in N. 
If the decomposition i to strong components of the congestion pattern for a u-flow ~2 is a re- 
finement of the decomposition for another ~1 and if the partial order for the latter is a homomorph 
of that for the former under the obvious correspondence, weshall say that the former pattern is 
finer than the latter, or the former is a refinement of the latter, denoting G(~I) ~ G(~2). Then, it 
is easy to see that if~l -~ ~2 for two u-flows ~1 and ~2, i.e., if~2 dominates ~1, then G(~I) -~ G(~2), 
but not necessarily conversely. Hence, the partial-order relation of refinement among congestion 
patterns is a homomorph of the partial-order relation of dominance among u-flows. (One might 
be tempted to cast this kind of correspondence in the framework of categories and functors, but 
such would be an over-sophistication of the kind which we do not like.) 
If there is no circuit consisting of edges with infinite capacity, there are maximal u-flows ~ in N. 
If ~ is maximal, G(~) is "acyclic", i.e., every vertex constitutes a strong component by itself. 
However, for different maximal u-flows, the partial orders among vertices (of the corresponding 
congestion patterns) may be different or the same. 
As far as the performance orthe "availability" of a network is concerned, the congestion pattern 
will be more significant than the flow itself in the network. 
5.2. Congestion Across Cuts 
The arguments on maximal feasible u-flows and bottleneck cuts in two-terminal networks in 
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 can be properly interpreted from the point of view of "congestion across 
cuts". 
5.3. Local Congestion at Vertices--Non-Two-Terminal Networks 
Let us first note that, if the sum of the capacities of the edges outgoing from a vertex 
v E V exceeds the sum of (possible) flows in the edges incoming to v, then we can avoid "local 
congestion" at vertex v. In other words, we may say, "local congestion may occur at vertex v E V 
only when the sum of (possible) in-flows at v exceeds the sum of out-capacities". 
To restate this statement, we will introduce the following symbols: 
~-(v) deal Z {~(e) [0-e = v}, (5.1) 
c-(v) de=~ -~ {c(e) l O-e = v} , c+(v) def ~-~ {c(e) l O+e = v} . (5.2) 
Since, from the feasibility of flow ~, we have 
( - (v)  < c-(v), (5.3) 
we have another form of sufficient condition for the nonoccurrence of local congestion at vertex 
vEV:  
c-(v) < c+(v). (5.4) 
As for the condition (5.4), the following lemma is noteworthy [8]. 
LEMMA 5.1. The condition 
is equivalent to the condition 
c-(v) < c+(v), Vv • y (5.5) 
c-(v) = c+(v), Vv • y. (5.6) 
PROOF. From the definitions in (5.2), it follows that 
so that (5.5) implies (5.6) (see also (2.5)). The converse is trivial. 
(5.7) 
| 
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DEFINITION 5.2. The discrepancy of the sum of in-capacities and that of out-capacities of a 
vertex v • V is denoted by 
d(v) = c-(v)  - c+(v), (5.8) 
and {} {>} vertex v is seid to be balanced if d(v) = 0. (5.9) 
deficient < 
As Lemma 5.1 and its proof tell us, it is not possible that all the vertices are excessive nor 
that all the vertices are deficient, and d(v)'s sum up to zero. The capacity discrepancy d(v) at 
vertex v is nothing but the concept which is (misleadingly?) called "flow potential" in [8]. 
In view of the local congestion at vertices, it will be important o "adjust" the capacities of 
edges in such a way that all the vertices may be "balanced". Thus we have the following problem. 
PROBLEM 5.3. Modify the capacity c of a network N into ~ in such a way that d(v) = O, Vv • V, 
and that the total cost incurred in the modification may be as small as possible, where the cost 
for modifying c(e) into 5(e) is assumed to be equal to 
/3+(e) [5(e) - c(e)], when 5(e) - c(e) > 0, (5.10) 
and to 
/3-(e) [c(e) - •(e)], when ~(e) - c(e) < 0, (5.11) 
with nonnegative modification cost coefficients/3+(e),/3-(e) d fined for each edge e. 
This problem can easily be reduced to an ordinary minimum-cost upply-demand problem in 
the ordinary network-flow theory with supplies d(v) at excessive vertices v and demands -d(v)  
at deficient vertices [1,2]. In fact, if we introduce the variables 
ac(e)=~(e) -c (e) ,  (5.12) 
each associated with an edge, the constraints which they are subject o and the objective function 
to be minimized are expressed as follows: 
(i) lower bounds: 
Ac(e) > -c(e), Ve • E; (5.13) 
(ii) continuity: 
{at (e )  i O÷e : v} - {ac( )I O-e : v} 
= Ac+(v) - Ac - (v )  = -d(v)  + d(v) = d(v), Vv • V; (5.14) 
(iii) cost (to be minimized): 
{/3+(e). ~c(e) I ~c(e) > 0, e • E} + ~ {/3-(e) • (-acCe)) I ~c(e) < 0, e • E}.  (5.15) 
Taking/3+(e)'s large and/3-(e)'s mall will lead us to a timid or negative strategy, whereas 
taking/3+(e)'s small and/3-(e)'s large to an aggressive or positive strategy. 
5.4. Local Congestion at Vertices--Two-Terminal Networks 
In a two-terminal network Ns,t, a possible in-flow to a vertex v E V can be determined as the 
"maximum flow (which may be an ordinary flow or u-flow) from s to v". Such a flow possibly 
takes place actually if the downstream capacity restrictions are ignored. Therefore, we have the 
following proposition on the local congestion at a vertex v E V in a two-terminal network Ns,t 
(see also Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. Possible congestion atvertex u in a two-terminal network. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. A necessary and sufficient condition for the impossibility o£ occurrence of 
congestion at vertex v E V in a two-terminal network Ns,t is that 
"maximum value of feasible flows from s to v" < c+(v). (5.16) 
Evidently, the condition stated in Proposition 5.4 can be checked in polynomial time, since there 
are many polynomial-time algorithms for the maximum-flow problem (see, e.g., [4]). To check 
the condition for all vertices imultaneously, there will be smarter methods than the primitive 
one of checking it for each vertex separately, based on the ideas of preflow pushing [20,21]. 
\ 
6. SLIMMING OF A NETWORK 
The subject o be considered in this section does not belong primarily to the theory of uncon- 
trollable flows in the strict sense of the words, but the attitude of approach to the subject has 
much to do with it. In fact, the author's group has led to the concept of "slimming a capacitated 
network" while investigating methods of constructing maximal feasible two-terminal u-flows with 
small values [16]. 
We are concerned with the problem of how far we can modify the edge capacities without affect- 
ing the feasibility of any flow in a network. Specifically, we consider two networks N1 = (G, cl, ~) 
and N1 = (G, c2, ~) having the same graph structure G and different capacity functions cl and 
c2, and raise the question of under what conditions any flow feasible in N1 is feasible in N2 as 
well, and vice versa. In the light of the general theory of linear programming, it is necessary and 
sufficient hat the two networks have the same feasible region, and the conditions may be stated 
in terms of the activeness/inactiveness of the constraints imposed by edge capacities. 
In order to state the conditions in terms of graphs and networks, let us introduce a new 
characteristic value ~(e) for each edge e E E of a network N. It is defined as the maximum 
possible value of ~(e) of the feasible flows or u-flows ~ in N that we could obtain when the 
capacity c(e) were replaced by oo, i.e., when the capacity constraint of edge e were relaxed. If 
this value ~(e) is greater than c(e), then the capacity constraint of edge e is active and any change 
in c(e) will affect he feasibility of a flow, i.e., increasing c(e) will make an infeasible flow feasible 
and decreasing c(e) will make a feasible flow infeasible. If ~(e) is smaller than or equal to c(e), 
then the capacity constraint of edge e is inactive and we can change c(e) into any value between 
~(e) and c~ without affecting the feasibility of flows. 
Based upon these arguments, we may define the "slimming" of a network N = (G, C, ~) as the 
replacement of each edge capacity c(e) by c'(e) = min (c(e), ~(e)), calling the resultant network 
N'  = (G, d, ~) the slimmed network. Obviously, the feasibility/infeasibility of any flow or u-flow 
is the same in N and in N'. Therefore, any flow or u-flow in two networks N1 = (G, Cl, ~) and 
N1 = (G, c2, ~) with the same graph structure is either feasible simultaneously in N1 and N2 or 
infeasible simultaneously in N1 and N2, if and only if the two networks have the same slimmed 
network N11 = N~ I. 
Thus, from the practical point of view, slimming may be interpreted as the most economic 
reassignment of capacities without affecting the feasibility of flows in a network. 
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Here arises the question of how to determine the value ~(e) algorithmically. 
For flows (or u-flows, equivalently), ~(e) may be determined by solving the ordinary maximum 
flow problem on the two-terminal capacitated network Ns,t which is obtained by deleting (or 
open-circuiting) edge e and setting s = 0-e and t = 0+e. This will be obvious. 
In contrast, for two-terminal u-flows, the problem of determining ~(e) is harder. In fact, it 
is not difficult to prove [16] that it is NP-hard, because the two-path problem on a directed 
graph which is known to be NP-complete [7,22,23] can be polynomially reduced to the problem 
of whether ~(e) is zero or positive. However, if the two-terminal network concerned is acyclic, 
the problem is easy because we can apply to the extended network (see (2.6) and Figure 2) the 
same technique as that for the general non-two-terminal flows. (Note that every path from 0-e 
to 0+e passes through edge e0 in the extended network so that it induces an elementary path 
from the entrance to the exit through e0 in the original network since there is no directed circuit 
in the underlying raph.) 
7. UNCONTROLLABLE TENSION THEORY 
The theory of uncontrollable flows we have so far developed has the "dual" counterpart. It can 
be semiautomatically made up according to the "dualization principle" which is described and 
used throughout [2] (see also [3]). Alternatively, we may restate verything on uncontrollable 
flows in terms of matroids (which, however, is sometimes difficult (or even impossible) because 
some part of the theory is related essentially tovertices), and then interpret i in terms of tensions 
in a network. However, it is more important to exploit practically significant phenomena and 
problems for which the theory affords adequate models. Leaving the full exploitation to future 
research, we will only illustrate a simple example of a kind of project-scheduling problem of a 
system of jobs represented in the form of a kind of "Gantt chart" of Figure 9. The system may 
be regarded as a one-dimensional system of springs and bars. 
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Figure 9. Example of an "uncontrollable t nsion problem" : a kind of Gantt chart. 
The total project is composed of seven jobs, among which the precedence r lation as shown 
in the chart is required to be satisfied. Each job is normally completed in a unit time. The two 
jobs represented by a solid bar is "rigid", i.e., always need the unit time for completion, whereas 
the time for completion of the remaining five jobs represented by dotted lines can be decreased 
down to half a unit if appropriate measures are taken. However, those five jobs are not obedient 
to the planner or conductor, but quite independent and stubborn. Once they are asked to hurry, 
they will hurry and will not return to the normal state. 
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Under those circumstances, the time chart shown in the lower right part of the figure with total 
completion time of 2.5 units can be realized. Once such a chart is realized, there is no further 
decreasing the completion time of the total project. Needless to say, if the jobs are well controlled 
and obedient o the planner, the shortest completion time of the total project is 2 units as is 
realized by the time chart shown in the lower left part of the figure. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we have proposed, on trial, a new framework or viewpoint for network-flow 
problems, discussing some modelling problems as well as mathematical problems. There should 
be many points to be improved and modified, and they should be subject to further detailed 
study. The author would appreciate having cooperation from all those interested. 
The following is the list of examples of possible extensions and further research problems of 
the theory which have not been mentioned in this paper. 
(a) Extension to dynamic or time-variant flows: there will be a number of different models in 
this direction. 
(b) Extension to multicommodity flows: uncontrollable flows intrinsically share some funda- 
mental characteristics with multicommodity flows, especially in that there is no cancel- 
lation of flows in an edge. However, in the ordinary multicommodity flow theory, each 
commodity flow is assumed to be obedient o the planner. It will be of interest o inves- 
tigate whether the assumption of uncontrollability makes the problem harder or easier in 
the case of multicommodity flows. 
(c) Extension to cost-related problems: in this paper, we have discussed the performance of a 
network with respect only to "capacities" of edges. What mathematical models shall we 
consider in order to take "costs" related to edges into account? 
(d) Investigation of game-theoretic aspects: some of the arguments in this paper carry the 
flavour of game theory in that we always consider the worst case possibly taking place 
in a network and try to improve it, say, by modifying the network. What further game- 
theoretic arguments can be fruitfully brought in the theory? 
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